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We are now living in an age in which many people of the
world are breaking the chains of illiteracy. ^It is the re¬
volution of literacy. We are living in the first generation
in which most of the world's population will be able to read
and write."^ Wilson P. Dizard pointed out the significance
of this revolution to the United States when he wrote:
This burgeoning-new development concerns the United
States directly in carrying out its strategy of truth.
What the new literates read and what they write—what
they do with this new power--will affect our own destinies
as they come to judge more accurately the American impact
on their own destiny. We either meet this challenge of
the new literacy forcefully or we lose by default all the
advantages that can accrue to us from the fact that more
people are making up their own minds about their political
and social affairs.^
Perhaps the most effective way in which the United
States is meeting this challenge of winning the minds of lit¬
erate men is through its overseas library program. In a
speech at Wagner College in October, 1958,. George Allen, then
Wilson P. Dizard, The Strategy of Truth; The Story of
the U.S. Information Service (Washington: Piiblic Affairs




director of the United States Information Agency, referring
to early programs of the overseas libraries said:
There has never been a more important part of USIA ac¬
tivity, then or now.... If I had to maintain just one USIA
activity and no more, my choice would be our libraries,
which include not only books but newspapers and magazines
as well. The majority of people, I think, would agree with
me. I've noted that when the agency has to close down a
library an3rwhere, the protests from the local people are
always long and loud."^
The first major efforts of the United States government
to provide United States information to foreign countries be¬
gan in the early 1940's to counteract a Nazi propaganda of-
2
fensive in Latin America. These initial attempts to build
up a government propaganda service soon resulted in failure,
and this failure led to the establishment of the Office of
3
War Information (OWI) in 1942. The 0¥I concentrated on pro¬
viding general information about the United States. Overseas,
it controlled posts which operated xmder the name of "United
4
States Information Service."
After World War II the OWI was dissolved and theUSISpro-
5
gram was transferred to theUnited States State Department. In
^As quoted in Edward Heiliger, "What is Happening to
Our Overseas Libraries?" ALA Bulletin. LIV, No. 8 (September,
1960), 664.
2





August of 1953, the program "was transferred from the State
Department and made an independent agency known as the United
States Information Agency."^
Today the United States Information Agency's purpose
"is to help achieve United States foreign policy objectives
by influencing the public attitudes in other nations, and ad¬
vising the president, his representatives abroad, and the
various departments and agencies of the implications of for¬
eign opinion for present and contemplated United States
2
policies, programs, and official statements." USIA offices
3abroad are still known as United States Information Service,
and one of the means by which its purpose is carried out is
4
by using USIA libraries. The Agency "operates 176 libraries
and 86 reading rooms.... The libraries, containing more than
5
2,500,000 books, are visited by 30,000,000 people annually."
The purposes of this study were: (1) to make an analysis
of periodical articles written about United States Information
^Ibid., p. 34.
2
U.S. Office of the Federal Register. National Archives
and Records Service. General Services Administration, U.S.
Government Organization Manual,1963-64, p. 512.
^Ibid., p. 514.
4
Edward R. Murrow, "United States Information Agency,"




Service libraries during the years 1953 through 1963 and in¬
dexed in Library Literature.^ and (2) to provide an annotated
bibliography of these articles. The study was limited to
articles which appeared in periodicals published in the United
States and Great Britain and which were written in the English
language. It was also limited to articles which could be
located in the Trevor Arnett Library, Atlanta University; the
library of the School of Library Service, Atlanta University;
the Asa Griggs Candler Library of Emory University; the Divi¬
sion of Librarianship Library of Emory University; and the
Atlanta Public Library.
The investigation, attempted to determine what subjects
dealing with United States Information Service libraries were
included in the articles which were located, and the frequency
with which these subjects were treated. It sought to discover
facts about the services rendered by USIS libraries and where
the United States Information Service libraries were located.
Methodology
Eighty articles written in the English language about
United States Information Service libraries in foreign coun¬
tries were listed in Library Literature for the period from
^Library Literature: An Author and Subject Index to Se¬
lected Materials on Library Science and Librarianship (New
York: H.¥.Wilson Company, 1921- ), 1953-1963.
5
1953 through 1963 under the general heading, "Information
libraries, American."^ Some of these articles were listed
under subdivisions according to the locations of the libra¬
ries which were treated. These subdivisions varied; some in¬
dicated cities in which United States Information Service li¬
braries were located while others indicated co\intries and
more general locations. The following illustration taken ^
2
from the 1958-1960 volume of Library Literature is an ex¬
ample of how some of the articles were subdivided:








Seventy-one articles were located for inclusion in this
study. These articles were read and bibliographic informa¬
tion and content notes were recorded. A checklist, which ap¬
pears in the Appendix of this study, was constructed as the
articles were read. Major phases and subjects relating to
USIS libraries on this checklist included historical informa¬
tion about USIS libraries; the role of USIS libraries; use of




selection of materials; equipment; description of materials
collections; processing; and congressional investigations of
USIS libraries. Provision was also made on the checklist for
recording information about the geographical locations of
some United States Information Service libraries.
The first step of the analysis was to record by year
the nxmber of articles located and published from 1953 to
1963. Next, the frequency with which the articles appeared
in various periodicals was determined. This was done by
counting and charting the number of articles which appeared
in each of the various journals which contained information
about USIS libraries abroad. Step number three was to count
and chart the number of articles which discussed libraries
located in specific geographical areas.
The fourth step was to analyze the contents of the 71
articles which were located. The phases and subjects of the
articles as revealed in the checklist are discussed using as
general topics: (1) USIS libraries in Africa; (2) USIS libra¬
ries in Asia; (3) USIS libraries in Europe; (4) USIS libraries
in North America; (5) USIS libraries in South America; and
(6) USIS libraries in general. The articles which are dis¬
cussed in terms of continental locations are the ones which
emphasized libraries in specific geographical locations. All
other articles are discussed under-the general topic "USIS
7
libraries in General" (see Checklist).
The contents of the 71 articles, including the fre¬
quency with which phases and subjects are treated, will be
discussed in Chapter II under the general topics mentioned
above. As these articles are discussed, they will be referred
to by numbers, placed in parentheses, which correspond to the
n\imbers assigned to the articles in an annotated bibliography
which will be included in this study.
Chapter III is an annotated bibliography of the articles
which are analyzed in this thesis. This annotated bibliography
is arranged in alphabetical order and each article is numbered.
These numbers, as indicated above, correspond to numbers which
are in parentheses in the text of Chapter II.
CHAPTER II
AN ANALYSIS OF PERIODICAL ARTICLES DEALING
WITH UNITED STATES INFORMATION SERVICE
LIBRARIES, 1953-1963
Nvimber of Articles by Year of Publication
Library Literature^ was examined for the period from
January, 1953 through December, 1963. ' This examination re¬
vealed a total of 80 articles written in the English language
about United States Information Service libraries. Seventy-
one of these articles were located in 26 periodicals and are
included in this study.
Thirty articles were ptiblished in 1953 which was the
largest number for any one year of the period covered in the
study. Six articles published in each of the years 1954,
1955, and 1956 showed a sharp decrease from 1953. The nvimber
of articles published decreased further to four in 1957, three
in 1958, and none in 1959. Four articles were pviblished in
1960; and five were published in each of the years, 1961 and
^Library Literature; An Author and Subject Index to Se¬
lected Materials on Library Science and Librarianship (New
York: H.W.Wilson Company, 1921- ), 1953-1963.
8
9
1962. Two articles published in 1963 represent the smallest
number of articles for any year except 1959 (see Table 1).
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF ARTICLES ABOUT USIS LIBRARIES
BY YEARS
Year Number Per Cent
1953 30 42.25
1954 6 8.45










Number of Articles Published in
26 Periodicals
Nineteen articles, which is the largest number located
in a single magazine, appeared in the Library Journal. Seven
were published in ALA Bulletin; seven in Publisher^’^ Weekly;
five in Library Trends; and five in Wilson Library Bulletin.
Aslib Proceedings and the Library Quarterly contained three
articles each. Two articles were found in the Louisiana Li¬
brary Association Bulletin; two in the Saturday Review; and
two were published in the U.S. Department of State Bulletin.
10
One article was piiblished in each, of the remaining 16 period¬
icals (see Table 2).
TABLE 2
NUMBEE OF AETICLES ABOUT USIS LIBEAEIES PUBLISHED
IN 26 PEEIODICALS, 1953-1963
Journal Number of Articles
Library Journal . . ......... 19
ALA Bulletin ...... ...... 7
Publishers^ Weekly .............. 7
Library Trends ................ 5
Wilson Library Bulletin ............ 5
Aslib Proceedings ............... 3
Library Quarterly .... 3
Louisiana Library Association Bulletin .... 2
Saturday Eevlew 2




College & Eesearch Libraries ......... 1
Commonweal .................. 1
D. C. Libraries 1
Florida Libraries ....... ... 1
Illinois Libraries .............. 1
Nation .................... 1
New York Times Magazine 1
Eeporter ................... 1
Serial Slants ................. 1
Stechert-Hafner Book News ........... 1
Teachers College Eecord . . 1
Time ..................... 1
U.S.News & World Eeport ............ 1
Total 71
Ntimber of Articles Treating USIS Libraries
by Geographical Location
Of the 71 articles which are included in this study
11
36 empliasized USIS libraries located in specific geographical
locations. Continental locations of libraries treated in the
articles were Africa, with four articles; Asia, with ten;
Europe, with 18; North America, with four; and South America
with six (see Table 3).
TABLE 3
NUMBER OF ARTICLES DEALING WITH USIS LIBRARIES
BY CONTINENTAL LOCATIONS
Continents Number
Europe . . .
Asia ....
South America







Articles Treating United States Information
Service Libraries According to Subject
Aspects and Geographical Location
The 71 articles which are included in this study treated
certain aspects of United States Information Service libraries.
These aspects covered historical information; the role of USIS
libraries; use of USIS libraries; library personnel; service
activities; selection of materials; equipment; description of
materials collections; processing; and congressional investi¬
gations of USIS libraries. The above aspects of United States
Information Service libraries will be discussed under each of
the following geographical divisions: USIS libraries in Africa;
12
USIS libraries in Asia; USIS libraries in Europe; USIS libra¬
ries in North America; USIS libraries in South America; and
USIS libraries in general.
This section of the thesis will not give detailed in¬
formation on the various aspects of United States Information
Service libraries while discussing the 36 articles written
about libraries on continental locations. The discussion of
these articles will (1) show what articles discussed libra¬
ries located on various continents; (2) point out what sub¬
jects these articles treated; and (3) indicate the frequency
with which these STibjects were treated. More detailed infor¬
mation in regard to U. S. Information Service libraries will
be given under the topic, "USIS Libraries in General."
United States Information-Service
Libraries in Europe
Five of the articles which emphasized libraries on the
continent of Europe gave historical information: (17; 21; 22;
38; 54). The role of USIS libraries was treated in eight
articles: (12, 17; 26, 38; 45; 54; 55; 65), and the use of
these libraries was treated in 12 articles: (2; 17; 22; 26;
27; 31; 32; 45; 54; 60; 63; 65), Seven of the articles gave
information about library personnel: (17; 26; 27; 29; 31;
54; 55). Twelve gave information about service activities:
(12; 17; 21; 26; 27; 29; 31; 32; 38; 45; 54; 55), and two
13
articles discussed the selection of materials: (17; 65).
Descriptions of materials collections were given in 15 of the
articles: (9; 12; 17; 22; 26; 27; 29; 31; 32; 38; 45; 54; 55;
58; 63). One article gave information about congressional in
vestigations of USIS libraries: (65). None treated equipment
or processing (see Table 4).
TABLE 4
FREQUENCY OF TREATMENT OF VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
USIS LIBRARIES IN EUROPE
Subject Frequency
Materials Collections .... 15
Use of USIS Libraries 12
Service Activities .... 12
Role of USIS Libraries .......... 8
Library Personnel ............. 7
Historical Information 5
Selection of Materials ..... 2
Congressional Investigations ....... 1
Equipment
Processing ................ ..
United States Information Service
Libraries in Asia
Of the articles which treated USIS libraries in Asia,
one gave historical information: (44). _.The role of United
States Information Service libraries, was given infour arti¬
cles: (7; 16; 18; 59). Four articles also gave information
about the use of USIS libraries: (7; 13; 20; 56). Library
personnel was discussed in three of the articles: (7, 18; 20)
14
and four articles treated service activities: (7; 18; 20;
57). Information about the selection of materials was given
in five articles: (7, 13; 18; 47; 57). Equipment was dis¬
cussed in one article: (57); descriptions of materials col¬
lections were presented in six: (7; 13; 18; 20; 56; 57); and
processing was discussed in one article: (57). None of these
articles treated congressional investigations of USIS libra¬
ries. Table 5 shows the frequency with which each of the
above aspects of USIS libraries in Asia were treated.
TABLE 5
FREQUENCY OF TREATMENT OF VARIOUS ASPECTS
OF USIS LIBRARIES IN ASIA
Subject Frequency
Materials Collections .......... 6
Selection of Materials ......... 5
Role of USIS Libraries 4
Use of USIS Libraries . 4
Service Activities ........... 4
Library Personnel ............ 3
Equipment . .......... 1
Historical Information . 1
Processing ............... 1
Congressional Investigations
United States Information Service Libraries
in South America
Historical information was given in two of the articles
which treated USIS libraries located on the continent of
South America; (50; 71). Two articles also treated the role
15
of United States Infomation Service libraries: (7; 49). The
use of USIS libraries was treated in four articles:. (6; 7;
49; 50), and four gave information about library personnel:
(6; 7; 49; 50). Two articles gave information about service
activities: (7; 71). One article treated the selection of
materials: (7), and five gave information about materials
collections: (6; 7; 49; 50; 71). Only one article treated
congressional investigations of USIS libraries in South
America: (7). None gave infoimation about equipment or pro¬
cessing (see Table 6).
TABLE 6
FREQUENCY OF TREATMENT OF VARIOUS ASPECTS
OF USIS LIBRARIES IN SOUTH AMERICA
Subject Frequency
Materials Collections 5
Library Personnel ....... 4
Use of USIS Libraries 4
Historical Information ......... 2
Role of USIS Libraries ......... 2
Service Activities ..... 2
Selection of Materials ......... 1
Congressional Investigations ...... 1
Equipment ................
Processing ...... .
United States Information Service
Libraries in Africa
One of the articles which treated USIS libraries in
Africa gave historical information: (66). Two articles
16
discussed the role of United States Information Service li¬
braries: (7; 49); three treated the ,use of these libraries:
(7; 49; 63); and three gave information about library per¬
sonnel: (7; 49; 66). Service activities were treated in two
articles: (7; 66). One article gave information about the
selection of materials: (7), and information about materials
collections was given in three articles: (7; 49; 66). One
article treated congressional investigations of USIS libra¬
ries: (7). As Table 7 shows, none of these articles treated
equipment or processing.
TABLE 7
FREQUENCY OF TREATMENT OF VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
USIS LIBRARIES IN AFRICA^
Subject Frequency
Materials Collections ........... 3
Library Personnel ........ 3
Use of USIS Libraries 3
Role of USIS Libraries . 2
Service Activities ............ 2
Historical Information .......... 1




United States Information Service
Libraries in North America
Two of the articles which treated USIS libraries lo¬
cated on the continent of North America gave historical
17
information; (50; 67). The role of United States Informa¬
tion Service libraries was given in three of these articles;
(49; 52; 67). Information on the use of USIS libraries was
given in two articles: (49; 50), and three articles treated
library personnel; (49; 50; 67). One article treated serv¬
ice activities: (67); three gave descriptions of materials
collections: (49; 50; 67); and none treated the selection of
materials, equipment, processing, or congressional investi¬
gations of USIS libraries (see Table 8).
TABLE 8
FREQUENCY OF TREATMENT OF VARIOUS ASPECTS
OF USIS LIBRARIES IN NORTH AMERICA
Subject Frequency
Library Personnel . ... 3
Materials Collections . 3
Role of USIS Libraries ......... 3
Historical Infomation ......... 2
Use of USIS Libraries .......... 2





Amount of Emphasis Placed on Aspects of USIS
Libraries Located on Continents
The 36 articles which gave information about libraries
located in geographical areas discussed the various aspects
of USIS libraries a total of 142 times. The frequency of
TABLE 9
FREQUENCY OF TREATMENT OF VARIOUS ASPECTS OF USIS










Materials Collections 15 6 5 3 3 32 22
Use of USIS Libraries 12 4 4 3 2 25 18
Service Activities 12 4 2 2 1 21 15
Library Personnel 7 3 4 3 3 20 14
Role of USIS Libraries 8 4 2 2 3 19 13
Historical Information 5 1 2 1 2 11 8
Selection of Materials 2 5 1 1 B a 9 6
Congressional Investigations 1 » ■ 1 1 a a 3 2
Equipment ■ ■ 1 • • ■ B a B 1 1
Processing * • 1 ■ K a ■ a a 1 1
Total 62 29 21 16 14 142 100
19
occurrence of each of these aspects revealed the amount of
emphasis that was placed on them. Materials collections of
USIS libraries, which were mentioned 32 times, received
greatest emphasis in these articles. Use of USIS libraries
was mentioned a total of 25 times. Service activities were
mentioned 21 times, and library personnel was mentioned 20
times. The role of USIS libraries was mentioned 19 times;
historical information was given 11 times; the selection of
materials was presented nine times; and congressional investi¬
gations were mentioned three times. Equipment and processing
were mentioned once each. Table 9 gives the per cent and
frequency with which each of the various aspects of United
States Information Service libraries on continental locations
were treated.
Articles Treating United States Information
Service Libraries in General
Thirty-five of the 71 articles which are included in
this study gave information about USIS libraries in general.
That is, these articles did not limit their discussion to li¬
braries located in any particular geographical area. They
gave information concerning the entire USIS library program.
The objectives of the discussion of these articles are; (1)
to show what articles discussed USIS libraries in general;
(2) to point out what subjects these articles treated; (3) to
20
indicate the frequency with which these STibjects were treat¬
ed; and (4) to give more detailed information in regard to
these subjects by discussing the information that was given
in some of the articles.
TABLE 10
FREQUENCY OF TREATMENT OF VARIOUS ASPECTS
OF tJSIS LIBRARIES IN GENERAL
S\ibject Frequency
Role of USIS Libraries 16
Congressional Investigations 15
Use of USIS Libraries 14
Historical Information 13
Selection of Materials 13
Materials Collections .......... 12
Library Personnel ............ 6
Service Activities ^ . 4
Processing ................ 1
Equipment
Thirteen of the articles which treated USIS libraries
in general gave historical information: (1; 2; 3; 4; 19; 24;
28; 30; 35; 39; 40; 41; 69). The role of USIS libraries was
given in 16 articles: (5; 8; 10; 15; 19; 30; 33; 34; 35; 36;
37; 40; 48; 62; 64; 70). Fourteen articles treated the use
of USIS libraries: (5; 14; 19; 23; 30; 33; 34; 36; 39; 40;
41; 42; 48; 61), and six gave information about library per¬
sonnel: (5; 24; 25; 30; 40; 64). Four articles discussed
service activities: (5, 30; 39; 40). The selection of ma¬
terials was treated in 13 articles: (8; 19; 30; 34; 35; 36;
21
37; 40; 42; 46; 51; 53; 70). Materials collections were dis¬
cussed in 12 articles: (5; 11; 30; 33; 34; 36; 39; 40; 41;
42; 43; 48); one article gave information on processing: (30);
and 15 treated congressional investigations of USIS libraries:
(1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 8; 19; 40; 42; 43; 46; 51; 53; 69; 70). None
of the articles which discussed USIS libraries in general
treated equipment (see Table 10).
Historical information.--The original concept of the
American overseas library program, begun in the late 1930's,
was based on long-range cultuxal relations: (24). The first
overseas libraries, organized and operated in the early
1940's by the American Library Association with funds from
the United States government, were definitely so conceived
and so operated: (24). *mowever, as World War II progressed,
the libraries were tied into our propaganda efforts, and this
continued and intensified after the war."^ Before the war
there was little contact between libraries and librarians in
the United States and abroad, except on a scholarly level:
(28).
The first three United States Information Service li¬
braries were set up in Mexico City, Managua, and Montevideo:
(39). More specifically, the U. S. Information library had
^Edward Heiliger, "What is Happening to Our Overseas
Libraries?" ALA Bulletin. LIV, No. 8 (September, 1960), 664.
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as its direct predecessor the Biblioteca Benjamin Franklin
which opened in Mexico City on April 13, 1942: (19; 30).
This library had a reading room of 5,000 vol\ames, and its
function was to increase ''friendly relations and understand¬
ing between the people of Mexico and the United States through
the medi'um of books, periodicals, information services, and
educational activities."^ Other USIS libraries, in allied and
neutral countries in wartime were set up and operated by the
Office of War Information; (39), Eventually, however, control
of USIS libraries was transferred from the OWI to the State
Department, and from there to the United States Information
Agency: (41).
Role of USIS libraries.—According to one article, the
statute which established the USIS libraries set as their
aim: "The dissemination abroad of information about the United
States, its people, and policies promulgated by the Congress,
the President, the Secretary of State and other responsible
officials of the government having to do with matters affect-
2
ing foreign affairs." However, these libraries are more than
tools of United States foreign policy. They strive to
^H. James, "Role of the Information Library in the
United States International Information Program," Library
Quarterly. XXIII, No. 2 (April, 1953), 82.
2f. Utley, "Book Burners Burned," American Mercury,
LXXVII (December, 1953), 35.
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"increase friendly relations and understanding."^ They also
2
tell "America's story abroad," and seek to "protect the good
3
name of the American people" by associating them, "in their
daily lives, their progress, and their yearning, with the
4
legitimate aspirations of all people eYer3rwhere." A former
administrator of these libraries stated their purpose "as
providing basic information about the American people and
their policies, history, religion, industries, farms and pro¬
fessions; published materials of a scientific and technical
nature; and a cross-section of contemporary American writing
that shows not only what Americans are reading and talking
about but also reveals something of our cultural background
3
and traditions."
Use of USIS libraries.—"People in foreign countries
6
use the libraries liberally." Users often include editors,
^James, Library Quarterly, XXIII, No. 2, 82.
2
Edward R. Murrow, "America Abroad--Books and the Na¬
tional Meaning," Teachers College Record, LXIII, No. 5
(February, 1962), 356.
3
"Government Clarifies Policy of Book and Library Pro¬
gram," Publishers' Weekly, CLXIV, No. 3 (July 18, 1953), 184.
4
Murrow, Teachers College Record. LXIII, No. 5, 356.
5
P. S. Jennison, "Public and Private Programs Increase
Availability of American Books Abroad," Piiblishers' Weekly.
CLXIV, No. 16 (October 17, 1953), 1648.
^"Behind the Book Furor; 192 U.S. Libraries Abroad,"
U.S. News & World Report, XXXIV, No. 26 (June 26, 1953), 36.
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teachers, businessmen (5), plastic surgeons, and university
librarians (42). A non-official survey of American propagan¬
da activity reported that "wherever operated [these libra¬
ries] seemed to stand in relation to foreign students, teachers,
and others with special interest as the films stood to the
piiblic in general."^ "Many USIS libraries are hard pressed
to meet the demands for publications dealing with science and
technology, medicine, agriculture, engineering, as well as on
education, economics, political science, and a variety of
2
social science subjects." Interest in the USIS libraries
sometimes exceeds the United States Information Agency's
ability to meet these demands (14).
Statistics on the use of United States Information
Service libraries were given in some of the articles which
are included in this study. Some of the articles that were
piiblished in the early 1950's reported that 10 million people
annually borrowed books from USIS librariesi (5; 34; 39; 41),
and that 36 million people made annual use of various other
library servicesi (5; 19; 34; 36; 39; 41). Some articles
published during the early 1960's, however, reported that
^¥. M. Hartwell, "In Defense of USI Libraries," Library
Journal, LXXVIII, No. 8 (April 15, 1953), 610.
^"Demand Exceeds the Supply in USIS Libraries Abroad,"
Library Journal, LXXXVIII, No. 12 (June 15, 1963), 2465.
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about 8,000,000 books a year were circulated by USIS libra¬
ries: (48; 61), and "more than 26 million people visited
these libraries."^
Library personnel.—An article piiblished in 1953 stated
that "in June, 1952, about half the information libraries had
American librarians in residence and the rest were run by a
2
public affairs or cultural officer of USIS, or by nationals."
Another article which was published in this same year was
more specific. It pointed out that only 160 Americans helped
to supervise USIS Libraries, and that the total nxunber of em¬
ployees in these libraries was 1,600; (5). One article pub¬
lished in 1960 was critical of the small number of profes¬
sional libraries serving in United States Information Service
libraries. The author of this article said that there were
only 31 professional librarians working in the 156 libraries
in 64 countries, and that this was a very inadequate number;
(24). In answer to this criticism the United States Informa¬
tion Agency said:
It is true that there are at present only 31 profes¬
sional American librarians working in USIS centers over¬
seas. Their influence is not limited to only 31 cities,
however, for most of them are assigned to principal posts
in capital cities from which they also supervise country¬
wide USIS library systems extending into provincial areas.
^Murrow, Teachers College Record.LXIII, No. 5, 357.
2
James, Library Quarterly. XXIII, No. 2, 101.
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At least as many other professional librarians are in
USIA's employ in Washington and overseas, including a num¬
ber who are serving as cultural affairs and public affairs
officers. Though engaged in extralibrary functions they
nonetheless exert a great influence in assuring that the
library's full potential is considered in the development
and execution of USIA programs.^
Service activities.--An article which was published in
1953 pointed out that "in general, the public service activi¬
ties of the information libraries are similar to those prac-
2
ticed by an alert ptiblic library in the United States."
Millions of people "each year use the reading rooms or attend
3
film shows, lectures, and other events." Panel discussions
and translation service were mentioned in one article: (5).
Bookmobile service was also mentioned:
Bookmobiles - 28 specially built library trucks that
carry books into small towns - extend the lending area of
the libraries in seven countries. Most are shiny new
vehicles. But in Mexico City the bookmobile is an old
truck that breaks down on about every trip, and in Bangkok,
a city of canals, the traveling library is a boat.^
Selection of materials .--Concernincr the selection of
books, "the criteria governing selection are furtherance of
^United States Information Agency. "Role of Libraries in
the USIA Program" ALA Bulletin. LV, No. 2 (February, 1961),
180.
2
James, Library Quarterly. XXIII, No. 2, 97.
3
F. Kuhn, "Windows of the U.S.," Library Journal,
LXXVIII, No. 13 (July, 1953), 1185.
^U. S, News & World Report, XXXIV, No. 26, 36.
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program objectives; American authorship, supplemented by
foreign writers; program objectives; authority of the writer;
usefulness and appeal in the area and groups to be reached;
significance and,currentness of the publications; and,finally,
literary’quality."^ "It is not the obligation of the Ameri¬
can Government to make available in special-purpose libraries
any books that advocate directly or indirectly the destruc-
2
tion of our freedoms and our institutions." Therefore, "no
material will be selected which as judged by their contents
advocate destruction of free institutions, promote or rein¬
force Communist propaganda or are considered of inferior
2
literary quality." A former administrator of USIS libraries
suggested "that the responsibility for recommending the selec¬
tion of books be entrusted to carefully selected advisory
committees composed of unimpeachable reputation who are ex¬
perts in their respective fields."^ One article stated that
"since we know that those who frequent the libraries are
mostly professional people, the more mature and sophisticated
we are about selecting books, the better, at least where
^James, Library Quarterly. XXIII, No. 2, 91.
^Publishers* Weekly, CLXIV, No. 3, 186.
^Jennison, Publisher6* Weekly, CLXIV, No. 16, 1648.
^Publishers* Weekly. CLXIV, No. 3, 187.
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people expect us to be sophisticated."^ A statement which
was put out by the International Information Administration
discussed a campaign to distribute anti-Communist books as
part of USIS activities: (37),
Materials collections.--The original stocks of books in
USIS libraries came from several sources (5). "Iheir basic
collections, covering every field of American life and en-
deavor, were chosen by the American Library Association and
2
the Council of Learned Societies." Books used in wartime
information programs and Army book centers in occupied coun¬
tries were absorbed, and these "book stocks are kept replen-
3
ished with new volumes continually." All books fall into
three broad categories: descriptions of the United States;
examples of American achievements in the humanities and the
natural and social sciences; and works in accord with United
States foreign policy (30).
More than just books are included in the materials col¬
lections of USIS libraries. "The carefully chosen periodical
list makes it possible for the library to present a far more
comprehensive coverage of siibjects than could be attained
^"Book-Burning; Smoke Without Light," America, LXXXIX,
No. 15 (July 11, 1953), 371.
^Kuhn, Library Journal, LXXVIII, No. 13, 1185.
^U.S. News & World Report, XXXIV, No. 26, 36.
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with a limited collection of books."Serials to be found
on the shelves of the information libraries are of three
broad types: reference tools, such as the H. W. Wilson in¬
dexes; general America, including the whole range of popular
magazines such as Life; and trade publications of a special¬
ized nature for areas with particular interests such as
Textile World for Bombay and the Journal of Chemistry for
2
Zurich." As many information libraries as have the facili¬
ties make use of films, exhibits, music, and other audio-
3
visual resources."
Processing.--Only one of the articles which discussed
USIS libraries in general mentioned processing. This article
mentioned cataloging, classifying, book marking, and assign¬
ment of s;ibject headings. Most of this work is done by na¬
tionals of the local areas who are under training and super¬
vision by Americans, and these nationals "have proved to be
eager and capable workers who are frequently given profes-
4
sional responsibilities."
Congressional investigations.--In 1953 a congressional
^A. H. Lancour, "Periodicals in U. S. Information Serv¬
ice Libraries," Serial Slants, V, No. 1 (January, 1954), 5.




investigation of USIS libraries came about when Senator Joseph
McCarthy charged, after sending two investigators to tour some
of these libraries, that Communist books were included in
their collections: (8). The preliminary report of the two
investigators stated: "¥e have had testimony...that there have
some books reflecting the Communist party line and no books on
the anti“Communist fight.Senator McCarthy came to the con¬
clusion that there were 30,000 books by Communist authors in
USIS libraries: (8; 5). This investigation caused the U.S,
State Department to issue several separate directives on the
subject of books in the overseas libraries within a period of
a few months: (8; 51). As a result of these directives,
several titles written by controversial authors were removed
from the shelves of USIS libraries, and eleven books were
2
"literally burned." Senator McCarthy said books by Communist
authors could not possibly serve democratic purposes; however,
the administrator of USIS libraries stated that "in some
cases the most effective way to refute the propaganda of Com¬
munists may be to turn the words of their own writers against
I ■ ■
them."^
^"McCarthy Investigators Visiting Overseas Libraries,"
Publishers^ Weekly. CLXIII, No. 16 (April 18, 1953), 1685.
9
S. D. Nerbose, "U.S. Libraries," Library Journal.
LXXIX, No. 1 (January 1, 1954), 22.
^Publishers' Weekly. CLXIV, No. 3, 184.
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Both, sides of this controversy were represented. One
author supported Senator McCarthy and stated that ''the intel¬
ligent thing to have done following the e3cposure by the
McCarthy Committee, would have been to add anti-Communist
books to our libraries instead of simply subtracting Communist
ones."^ The American Library Association supported the ad¬
ministration of USIS libraries and expressed dismay over the
confusion caused by this investigation: (2; 3; 4; 69).
Summary and Conclusion
An analysis was made of 71 periodical articles written
about United States Information Service libraries and indexed
2
in Library Literature. Thirty of these articles, which was
the largest number of articles published in a single year,
were published in 1953. The 71 articles were located in 26
periodicals, and Library Journal contained more articles than
any of the other periodicals.
This analysis revealed that 36 of the articles dis¬
cussed USIS libraries located on five specific continents;
Africa, Asia, Europe, North America, and South America. The
remaining 35 articles, which gave information relating to all
USIS libraries, were discussed under the general topic, "USIS




The frequency of occurrence of the subjects included
in the checklist revealed the amount of emphasis that was
placed on the various subjects. Moreover, the frequency with
which articles discussed TJSIS libraries located on specific
continents revealed the amount of emphasis placed on each
continent. In this body of literature, the greatest amount
of emphasis was placed on Europe. Asia and South America
respectively received the next greatest amount of emphasis.
USIS libraries located on the continents of Africa and North
America were mentioned an equal number of times, which was
less than the niimber of times articles mentioned libraries
located on the other continents.
United States Information Service libraries have been
in operation in foreign countries since the early 1940's.
Basically, their aim is to acquaint people of foreign coun¬
tries with the United States, its people, and policies; and
they function to increase friendly relations and understand¬
ing. These libraries are used by professional people as well
as by the common man. They are staffed by Americans and
local nationals. Processing of materials is done mostly by
the local nationals under training and supervision by the
Americans and the service activities of these libraries are
similar to those practiced by a public library in the United
33
States.
Books, serials, and audio-visual materials are included
in the materials collections of USIS libraries. Books fall
into three broad categories; descriptions of the United States;
examples of American achievements; and works in accord with
U.S. foreign policy. The types of serials that are on the
shelves of these libraries include reference tools, such as
the H. ¥. Wilson indexes; trade publications; and magazines
on general American life. Films and other audio-visual re¬
sources are used in as many USIS libraries as have the facil¬
ities for them. All materials are selected according to
specific criteria. However, controversy over book selection
came about in 1953 when Senator Joseph McCarthy charged that
30,000 books by Communist authors were included in USIS li¬
braries .
As a result of reading the 71 articles which are in¬
cluded in this study, it is evident that United States Infor¬
mation Service libraries play a significant role in the battle
for the minds of men which is currently being fought by op¬
posing forces in the world. This is manifested in the stated
aims of USIS libraries and the extent to which these libraries
are being used by people in foreign countries throughout the
world
CMPTER III
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 71 ARTICLES DEALING
WITH UNITED STATES INFORMATION SERVICE
LIBRARIES, 1953-1963
1. "Administration; Burning Question," Time, LXII, No. 3
(July 20, 1953), 15-16.
Article discusses the policy of the United States
of selecting books for use in American overseas li¬
braries. The discussion is centered on a policy
statement which was issued by the State Department
after a U.S. Senator charged that books written by
Communists were included in United States Informa¬
tion Service libraries.
2. "ALA Defends U.S. Libraries Abroad," Publishers' Weekly,
CLXIV, No. 1 (July 4, 1953), 20.
Text of an American Library Association resolu¬
tion defending United States Information Service li¬
braries is indispensable, and that they are profes¬
sionally administered. Confusion created by the
State Department as a result of Congressional in¬
vestigations of the overseas libraries is criticized.
3. American Library Association. International Relations
Board. "U.S. Libraries Overseas," Library Journal,
LXXVIII, No. 14 (August, 1953), 1275-76.
Text of statement unanimously adopted by the
International Relations Board of the American Libra¬
ry Association on June 25, 1953. This resolution
defends United States overseas libraries and criti¬
cizes confusion created by the State Department as
a result of Congressional investigations of these
libraries.
4. American Library Association. "Overseas Library Statement,"
ALA Bulletin, XLVII, No. 10 (November, 1953), 487.
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Statement issued by the American Library Assoc¬
iation defending the administration of United States
Information Service libraries. The statement ex¬
presses dismay over confusion created by the State
Department after a United States Senator charged
that books by Communist authors were included in
USIS libraries.
5. "Behind the book Furor; 192 U.S. Libraries Abroad," U.S.
News & World Report, XXXIV, No. 26 (June 26, 1953),
36.
A report on censorship activities of the State
Department which resulted from Senator Joseph
McCarthy'‘s charge that 30,000 books by Communist
authors were on the shelves of U. S. libraries in
foreign countries.
6. "Beneficial Bombs," Library Journal, LXXVIII, No. 13 (July,
1953), 1215.
Article tells how the bombing of the Lincoln
Library in Buenos Aires, Argentina resulted in an
increase in favorable and friendly support of the
American center by local citizens.
7. Bergen, D, P. "Communist and American Cultural Strategy-
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America," Library
Quarterly. XXXII, No. 2 (April, 1962), 111-32.
A comparison of Communist and American cultural
policies in certain foreign countries. Author
points out that the theories of librarianship de¬
veloped by the Communists and the Americans are dis¬
similar, and that -this difference effects the use and
nonuse of the library agency in new nations.
8. "Book-Burning; Smoke Without Light," America. LXXXIX,
No. 15 (July 11, 1953), 371.
A discussion of censorship activities which re¬
sulted when Senator Joseph McCarthy charged that
30,000 books by Communists authors were included in
United States overseas libraries. Names of authors
and titles of books which were banned from the li¬
braries are given.
9. "Book Gifts from Greeks Aid Bombed-Out USIS Library,"
Publishers^ Weekly. CLXXIII, No. 1 (January 6, 1958),
53-54.
Article reports that the USIS library in Athens,
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Greece was re-opened with, the aid of 1500 books from
Greek friends after it had been bombed by terrorists.
Four thousand books had been destroyed in the bomb¬
ing.10.Bowles, C. "Free Men and Free Books," ALA. Bulletin, LIV,
No, 1 (January, 1960), 11-16.
Congressman Chester Bowles gives his opinion on
the role of United States Infoimation Service libra¬
ries. He says that USIS libraries should be more
than just libraries of American literature; they
should be libraries of the whole literature of free¬
dom.
11. Brisk, F. "Paperback Ambassadors," Library Journal, LXXXV,
No. 2 (January 15, 1960), 183-84.
A discussion of the importance of paperbacks to
United States libraries abroad. In response to
popular demand, USIS libraries request and use paper¬
back books to supplement hardback copies on the
shelves of United States Information Service libra¬
ries.
12. Collison, R. L. W. "American Information in Great Britain,"
Aslib Proceeding. V, No. 4 (November, 1953), 316-19.
A discussion of the services of the United States
Information library in Great Britain. The library is
intended principally as a source of information on
America for the use of .the British people in general.
It is also used by officials and agencies, business,
press, and scientific and cultural organizations.
It accepts personal telephone and written inquiries
free of charge, and books and pamphlets are lent
freely. Copies of periodicals are only available
for reference. However, photostats of individual
articles are provided free.
13. Cousins, N. "Open the Books," Saturday Review. XXXVI,
No. 28 (July 11, 1953), 30-31.
An editorial which criticizes censorship in
United States Info2miation Service libraries. Author
tells of his experiences while traveling abroad and
observing U. S. libraries in foreign countries, and
points out that these libraries are well used by
foreigners. He concludes that censorship brought
on by a U. S. Senator did severe damage to American
prestige.
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14. "Demand Exceeds the Supply in USIS Libraries Abroad,"
Library Journal. LXXXYIII, No. 12 (June 15, 1963),
2465-66.
Article discusses demands for publications in
United States Information Service libraries. The
libraries are pressed to meet demands for publica¬
tions dealing with medicine, agriculture, science
and technology, engineering, as well as on educa¬
tion, economics, political science, and a variety
of social science subjects,
15. Dudgeen, L. "Role of USIS Libraries and Cultural Offices
in Cultural Interchange," Louisiana Library Assoc¬
iation Bulletin, XX, No. 3 (Summer, 1957), 117-23,
Article discusses USIS libraries in terms of
their role in cultural interchange. Author points
out that the American librarian and cultural affairs
officer abroad through personal contact, books,
lecture series, discussion groups, exhibits and con¬
certs, broaden people's understanding of America and
learn of the people and problems of the host country.
This, he says, facilitates mutual interest between
the two countries.
16. Durdin, P. "Model for U.S. Propaganda," New York Times
Magazine, (February 6, 1955), p. 13.
A discussion of the significance of the United
States Information Service library in Rangoon,
Burma. Author points out that this library is one
of the most successful libraries that the United
States Information Agency has established anywhere
abroad.
17. Ellsworth, R. C. "American Library in Stockholm," Library
Journal, LXXX, No. 20 (November 15, 1955), 2552-56.
A description of the American library in Stock¬
holm, Sweden in terms of patrons, collections, and
various activities.
18. Gaver, M. V. "Iranian Libraries," Library Journal, LXXVIII,
No. 9 (May 1, 1953), 772-76.
A discussion of libraries, including the United
States Information Service library, in Tehran, Iran.
Author states that this library is very similar to
a piiblic library in the United States.
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19. "Goveriment Clarifies Policy of Book and Library Program,''
Publishers^ Weekly, CLXIV, No. 3 (July 18, 1953),
184-87.
Article discusses a statement issued by the
United States government. The statement clarifies
the government's policy for the overseas book and
library program. Excerpts from the statement are
given.
20. Griffith, C. E. "American Books in Southeast Asia," Libra¬
ry Trends. Y, No. 1 (July, 1956), 121-50.
A discussion of the use of American books in
Southeast Asia. Descriptions of USIS libraries are
given for several countries, and statistics on their
book holdings, attendance, and book circulation is
clearly charted.
21. Haferd, M. "United States Information Services to Industry
in the United Kingdom," Asli'b Proceedings. X, No, 4
(April, 1958), 92-95.
A discussion of some of the United States Infor¬
mation Services to Great Britain. A brief history
of these services is given.
22. Hall, ¥. S. "Closing and Eeopening of a Library," Pub¬
lishers' Weekly. CLXXII, No. 23 (December 2, 1957),
19-21.
Author tells of how an American library in
Amsterdam, Holland was reopened by funds donated by
American residents there. The library had been
closed as a result of budget cute in Washington.
23. Hartwell, W. M. "In Defense of USIS Libraries," Library
Journal. LXXVIII, No. 8 (April 15, 1953), 610-612.
An open letter from the author to the New Yorker
magazine. He criticizes an article which had been
written in that magazine implying that the removal
of library books from USIS libraries was not a
serious matter. The importance of USIS libraries
is pointed out by showing their popularity in var¬
ious countries.
24. Heiliger, E. "What is Happening to Gur Overseas Libraries,"
ALA Bulletin. LIV, No. 8 (September, I960), 663-65.
Author is critical of the small number of pro¬
fessional librarians serving in United States In¬
formation libraries. At the time of this article
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there were 31 professional librarians working in 156
libraries in 64 countries, and the author points
out that this was an inadequate number.
25. Holloway, M. F. "The Librarian and International Relations,"
Florida Libraries, V, No. 1 (June, 1954), 14-15.
Author outlines and discusses five problems which
he believes confronts the librarian and international
relations. These problems deal with language and
communication, the scarcity of books in some areas,
trained personnel in the educational field and libra-
rianship, currency difficulties and the esq^ense of
books, and the problem of increasing U.S. Informa¬
tion Services abroad.
26. Hulbert, J. A. "Development of Reference Work, USIS Libra¬
ry, Paris," College & Research Libraries, XVI, No. 1
(January, 1955), 58-65.
A discussion of the development of documentation
and reference service in Paris to meet French needs
for information on the life and culture of the United
States.
27. Hulbert, J. A. "U.S.I.S. Library; Paris," Library Journal,
LXXVIII (June 1, 1953), 945-48.
A description of the American library in Paris,
France. The library is especially well prepared to
give service in certain technical fields such as
medicine, engineering, industrial management, agri¬
culture, and business. America's political, his¬
torical, and economic life are well represented in
the library's collection.
28. Hurley, M. V. "Passport to International Librarianship,"
ALA Bulletin, L, No. 6 (Jiine, 1956), 339-41.
A discussion of the various means by which li¬
brarians from different countries have gotten to¬
gether to exchange information on the library pro¬
fession. One of these means is through American
libraries in foreign countries.
29. Jacoby, R. "United States Information Service," Aslib
Proceedings, VII, No. 3 (August, 1955), 133-35.
A brief description of USIS libraries in Great
Britain in terms of their locations, services, col¬
lections, and staffs.
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30. James, H. "Role of the Information Library in the United
States International Information Program," Library
Quarterly. XXIII, No. 2 (April, 1953), 75-144.
A detailed discussion of the origin and objec¬
tives of United States Information Service libraries
in foreign countries. Information is given on ma¬
terials and activities of these libraries.
31. . "To Win Friends," Library Journal, LXXXI, No. 5
(March 1, 1956), 589-95.
A survey of American and British information
libraries. Author shows the differences in approach
of the British and the United States governments to
the problem of conducting information services in
foreign countries.
32. Jennison, P. S. "American Books in Europe," Library Trends.
V, No. 1 (July, 1956), 73-97.
A discussion of the use of American books in
European countries. United States Information Serv¬
ice libraries are described in various countries in
terms of their circulation, attendance, collections,
and services.
33. . "How American Books Reach Readers Abroad,"
Library Trends, V, No. 1 (July, 1956), 5-16.
A discussion of various means by which American
books reach readers in foreign countries. One of
these means is through United States Information
libraries. A brief description of these libraries
is given.
34. . "Public and Private Programs Increase
Availability of American Books Abroad," Publishers'
Weekly. CLXIV, No. 16 (October 17, 1953), 1646-53.
A discussion of American libraries abroad as one
of the means by which the United States makes avail¬
able in foreign countries the informational ma¬
terials produced by the pr±ilishing industry in the
United States. Information on the organization and
services of these libraries is given.
35. Johnson, R. L. "Evaluating the Overseas Library Program,"
U.S. Department of State Bulletin, XXIX, No. 734
(July 20, 1953), 77-82.
Text of a statement issued by the administrator
of the International Information Administration
41
concerning the United States government's policy in
regard to selecting books for United States Infor¬
mation Service libraries.
36. . "I. I. A. Directive," Saturday Review.
XXXVI, No. 30 (July 25, 1953), 21.
Portions of the text of a statement of policy
issued by the International Information Administra¬
tion concerning the U.S. government's policy of
book selection in USIS libraries.
37. . "Policy on Selection of Books for 1.1.A.
Libraries," U.S.Department of State Bulletin, XXIX,
No. 735 (July 27, 1953), 121-23.
Text of a statement giving the International
Information Administration's policy in regard to
book selection for USIS libraries.
38. Kuehnelt-Leddihn, E. M., Ritter Von. "America Houses in
Europe," Commonweal, LVIII, No. 25 (September 25,1953), 607-09.
An Austrian journalist gives his views on Ameri¬
can libraries in Europe. He believes that American
libraries in Germany should not try to capture the
opinions of the masses. They should seek out, he
says, the German intellectual leaders.
39. Kuhn, F. "Windows of the U.S.," Library Journal, LXXVIII,
No. 13 (July, 1953), 1184-87.
A discussion of the importance of United States
Information Service libraries. Author points out
that these libraries are probably the most effective
means by which the US. government reaches the leaders
of opinion in foreign countries.
40. Lacy, D. M. "Aid to National Policy," Library Trends, II,
No. 1 (July, 1953), 146-70.
A general discussion of the origin and services
of United States Information Service libraries. A
description of these libraries is given, and problems
resulting from congressional investigations are dis¬
cussed.
41. . "Overseas Book Program of the United States
Government," Library Quarterly, XXIV, No. 2 (April,1954), 178-91.
A critical discussion of the use of books by the
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United States as a means toward attaining its for¬
eign objectives. A description of USIS libraries
is given and suggestions are given to improve
services.
42. Lancour, A. H. "Periodicals in U.S. Information Service
Libraries," Serial Slants, V, No. 1 (January, 1954),
4-11.
Author discusses the use of periodicals in
United States Information Service libraries. Ex¬
cerpts from reports sent to Washington by USIS li¬
brarians are given to show the importance of period¬
icals to these libraries. Also, a list of period¬
icals which have been drawn up by the acquisition
librarian in Washington and specific criteria for
selecting these periodicals are given.
43. "McCarthy Investigators Visiting Overseas Libraries,"
Piiblishers* Weekly, CLXIII, No. 16 (April 18, 1953),
1685-86.
Article reports an on-the-spot investigation of
United States Information Service, libraries by a
congressional committee headed by Senator Joseph
McCarthy.
44. McClurkin, J. B. "People and Books in Japan," Alabama
Librarian. IV, No. 3 (July, 1953), 18-19.
A discussion of U.S. Information Services in
Japan during the American occupation. The Infoima-
tion Center was a part of the civil information and
education program of the occupation. It was pri¬
marily a library with some 6,000 volumes, but ac¬
tually it was a community center,
45. McIntosh, J. C. "Operation Bookmobile in Germany," Wilson
Library Bulletin. XXXI, No. 9 (May, 1957), 719-22.
A discussion of the role of bookmobiles in
Germany. Advantages and disadvantages of these
vehicles are given.
46. Merson, M. "My Education in Government," Reporter, XI,
No. 6 (October 7, 1954), 15-27.
A former deputy director of USIS libraries
writes of his experiences while working for the
government. He tells of the confusion which result¬
ed from censorship activities of the State Department
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after Senator Joseph McCarthy charged that books by
Communist authors were included in USIS libraries.
47. Moore, E. T. "Reaction Overseas," ALfl. Bulletin, XLVII,
No. 9 (October, 1953), 405-07.
An account of how p\xblic opinion was effected
in Japan by a book cohtroversy which resulted from
Senator Joseph McCarthy's charge that Communist
books were included in United States Information
Service libraries.
48. Murrow, E. E. "America Abroad--Books and the National
Meaning," Teachers College Record. LXIII, No. 5
(February, 1962), 356-62.
A discussion of the library and book aspects of
the United States Information Agency. Statistics
on the use of USIS libraries are given.
49. _. "Our Overseas Libraries," Wilson Library
Bulletin. XDCVI, No. 1 (September, 1961), 43-44.
Edward R. Murrow outlines the library program
and highlights areas for expansion and emphasis for
United States Information Agency in 1961.
50. . ''Repgrt on USIA's Library Program in Latin
America," Library Journal, LXXXVI, No. 20 (November
15, 1961), 3887-89.
A report on American libraries in Latin America.
At the time of this article, there were 176 libra¬
ries and 85 reading rooms in 80 countries in which
the USIA maintained libraries. Mr. Murrow points
out that in 1960, more than 1,600,000 persons visited
and used the facilities of USIS libraries in Latin
America. On the shelves of these libraries were
some 180,000 volumes, nearly 30 per cent of them in
Spanish and Portuguese.
51. Nerbose, S. D. "U.S. Libraries," Library Journal, LXXIX,
No. 1 (January 1, 1954), 20-25.
A discussion of a book controversy which came
-about as a result of a U.S. Senator's charge that
books written by Communists were included in Ameri¬
can overseas library collections. As a result of
this accusation the U.S. State Department issued
several policy statements which confused USIS li¬
brarians .
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52. Nixon, R. M. "U.S. Libraries Abroad; Vice-President Nixon's
Remarks at the Dedication of the U.S. Information
Center in Panama City," Library Journal. LXXX, No.
16 (September 15, 1955), 1856-57.
Mr. Nixon points out that USIS libraries should
not be established for the purposes of propaganda.
He says that these, libraries should give information
about the United States that is true and let local
people decide for themselves whether our way of life
is good or bad.
53. "Secret Blacklist; Untold Story of the USIA," Nation,
CLXXIX, No. 18 (October 30, 1954), 376-79.
Article reports that books were still censored
in USIS libraries even after Robert L. Johnson re¬
signed as head of the International Information Ad¬
ministration and a new administration had succeeded
him. Author states that under the new administra¬
tion a "secret blacklist" still existed and that
the names of many prominent Americans were on that
list.
54. Sick, A. R. "Amerika Haeuser in Germany," Wilson Library
Bulletin. XXVIII, No. 3 (November, 1953), 280-84.
A description of the American information li¬
braries in Germany. A detailed discussion of these
libraries is given.
55. Smet, M. de. "New Home of the Bibliotheque Benjamin
Franklin," Stechert-Hafner Book News. XII, No. 3
(November, 1957), 29-30.
Adesci^tiDn of the Bibliotheque Benjamin Franklin
in terms of its location, services, collection, and
staff. Article also discusses the cultural activi¬
ties of this library in Paris.
56. Smith, D. C. "American Books in the Middle East," Library
Trends. V, No. 1 (July, 1956), 46-72.
A discussion of various means by which American
books reach countries of the Middle East. A des¬
cription of USIS libraries is given, and the role
of these libraries in providing American books is
discussed.
57. Spofford, D. and Kramer, G. "Pakistanis Welcome USIS
Bookmobile," Library Journal. LXXXIII, No. 7
(April 1, 1958), 1021-22.
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A report on the opening of bookmobile service
to small towns and rural centers in Lahore,
Pakistan.
58. Stokes, R. "Open Letter to Ed. Murrow," Library Journal,
LXXXVIII, No. 1 (January 1, 1963), 64-65.
An open letter from a British librarian asking
Mr. Murrow to restore USIS film service to the
United Kingdom. The importance of free USIS ma¬
terials in Britain is pointed out.
59. Stone, C. E. "Books for Bagdad," DC Libraries, XXIV, No.
4 (October, 1953), 7-9.
A discussion of the importance of the U.S. In¬
formation Center libraries in Bagdad. These libra¬
ries play a double role. First of all, they bring
to local nationals a true picture of the United
States. Secondly, they have an influence on the
library system of the country in which they are
located.
60. "USIA Centers in Spain, Western Europe Close Down,"
Library Journal, LXXXVII, No. 1 (January 1, 1962),
71.
A discussion of the scheduled closing of Casa
Americana, the United States Information center in
Bilbae, Spain as a result of a decision in Washing¬
ton to curtail USIA operations in Western Europe.
61. "USIA Operations Report," Library Journal, LXXXVI, No. 11
(June 1, 1961), 2075.
A report of USIA activities for the period of
July 1 through December 31, 1960. The emergence of
new African nations placed a great challenge on the
United States Information Agency during this period.
62. "USIA Reforms Proposed by Senator," Wilson Library Bulletin,
XXXV, No. 8 (April, 1961), 584.
A report on a proposal by U.S. Senator Allen J.
Ellender (D., La.) to reform the USIA. The Senator
advocates putting USIA libraries under supervision
of a system of binational centers which would be
"designed truly to depict" life in the United States.
63. "USIA Retreat Baffles Austrians," Wilson Library Bulletin.
XXXVII, No. 4 (December, 1962), 319.
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A brief discussion of the reaction of the
Austrian people to the withdrawal of official U.S.
cultural activities from Austria's provincial cap¬
itals. It is suggested that the move might have af¬
fect on the pre-U.S. attitude in Austria.
64. United States Information Agency. "Role of Libraries in
the USIA Program," ALA Bulletin,LV, No. 2 (February,
1961), 180-81.
A discussion of the role of United States Infor¬
mation Service libraries.
65. "USIS Libraries Purged in Germany," P\iblishers' Weekly,
CLXIII, No. 25 (June 20, 1953), 2572.
Article discusses censorship activities of the
State Department in American libraries in Germany.
66. "USIS Library in Cairo 10 Years Old," Library Journal,
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